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President’s Message

The last four months have seen some notable 
developments.  Later in this Newsletter, you can 
read about the establishment of a new political 
party in Australia (the Voluntary Euthanasia 
Party), the very narrow defeat in Tasmania of a 
bill that would have permitted voluntary assisted 
dying and the very encouraging first parliamentary 
steps that may soon lead to the passage of an 
assisted dying Bill in Quebec.

These events reflect the reality that it is not simply 
a matter of persuading politicians to respect the 
will of the majority.  We will succeed, but we need 
to understand and work with all the other interests 
and influences that determine the decisions of 
politicians.

Your committee is currently engaged in a full-
scale review of our strategy to give us a firm basis 
for our activities next year and beyond.  While 
our goal may appear simple – a law that permits 
voluntary assisted dying in NSW – there are many 
complex questions involved.  What kind of law do 
we want?  How extensive should the coverage 
be?  What limitations and safeguards should 
there be?  What has been done elsewhere and 
why?

It is not enough just to work out what to do.  We 
must plan how to do it and how we are going to 
find the people, the money and the time that will 
be needed.  As always, we are very grateful for 
your continued support and again, as always, we 
will be asking you for help. 

I would like to thank the committee for all the work 
they have done this year.  They have shared the 
enthusiasm of coming up with great ideas and the 
burdens of actually getting things done.  I would 
also like to thank our staff – small in number, but 
giants in dedication and efficiency.  Welcome to 
our new Office Assistant, Jan Malley.

All the very best to you all for the festive season, 

Richard Mills
DWDnsw President
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Dying with Dignity NSW 
2014 Annual General Meeting

Saturday 5th April 2014 from 1.30pm to 4pm
Mitchell Theatre - Sydney Mechanics’ School of Arts

Level 1, 280 Pitt Street Sydney NSW 2000
(located on the Hyde Park side of Pitt St between Park & Bathurst Sts)

This event is FREE.
Afternoon tea is provided after the meeting 

so please RSVP via email to dwd@dwdnsw.org.au or 02 9212 4782

Please come along and invite your friends and family too.  
 The venue is wheelchair accessible and has a dedicated accessible toilet.  

Treasurer’s Message
I would like to thank all our new 
and long-standing members for 
their generous support during 
2013. It has been a busy year, 
particularly with the vote on The 
Rights of the Terminally Ill Bill in 
the NSW Legislative Council at 
the end of May. We are making 
progress in our campaign, which 
cannot be won overnight. It takes 
a lot of time and money to build 
legislative support for change.

DWDnsw operates very frugally, 
but still has day-to-day operating 
expenses which must be met. 
In July 2013 we employed Ms 
Jan Malley as a part-time Office 
Assistant to help Gabrielle Brown, 
who also works part-time only.  
Apart from wages, DWDnsw has 
other fixed costs including office 
rent and an increasing amount 
on printing and postage. We 
appreciate that some members 
find that a printed copy of our 
newsletter is easier to share with 
friends and family and we really 
appreciate you spreading the 
word about our campaign. 

However, if you are happy 
to receive notification of the 
publication of our newsletter via 
email, then please let us know 
your current email address. 
Emailing our supporters does 
save DWDnsw considerable 
printing and postage costs. 
Please remember that all past 
DWDnsw newsletters and other 
news can be viewed on our 
website at www.dwdnsw.org.au.

Despite the generosity of our 
supporters, our current operating 
loss for 2013 is nearly $30,000. 

Fortunately, DWDnsw still has 
money in the bank, thanks to 
two large bequests received 
many years ago. However, our 
net assets have reduced by 54% 
over the last seven years. We 
need to maintain our funds to be 
able to put up a good fight over 
the next few years - especially 
if we consider that some of our 
opponents have the financial 
strength of large religious 
institutions behind them ! 

Obtaining new members for 
our organisation is crucial for 
our success, in financial and 
operational terms. The larger our 
supporter base the greater our 
political lobbying power. We know 
that the vast majority of NSW 
residents support our campaign, 
so why not ask a friend or family 
member about becoming a 
financial member of DWDnsw? 

So far we have had 251 
individuals join us in 2013 
(compared with 224 in 2012 and 
127 in 2011). Sadly, we do lose 
a few members each year from 
“natural attrition”. 

Continued overleaf

The activities of DWDnsw 
include public education 
campaigns, community 
talks, parliamentary 
forums, media publicity, 
liaising with and lobbying 
of politicians, providing 
information on advanced 
care directives, monitoring 
and reporting of 
overseas developments, 
communicating with  
pro-choice advocates 
overseas and collecting 
resources that help to 
advance our cause.
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Please remember 
DWDnsw 

in your will.

It takes a lot of money 
and effort to influence the 
legislative system. Perhaps 
you are not in a position to 
assist our campaign now, 
but a bequest, large or 
small, in your will can help 
us when it can no longer 
help you. 

If you, or your solicitor, 
have any questions about 
making a bequest to Dying                       
with Dignity NSW please 
contact our office on  
(02) 9212 4782 or go to 
our website www.dwdnsw.
org.au and chose “How to 
Help” from the menu and 
then choose the “Make a 
Bequest” page.

Voluntary Euthanasia 
Party (VEP)
Report by Ms Shayne Higson, 
Voluntary Euthanasia Party,  
NSW Senate Candidate 

After weeks of counting votes for 
the NSW Senate, the Voluntary 
Euthanasia Party (VEP) achieved 
14,693 primary votes in NSW. 

This was a most promising start 
for a very new, minor party. VEP 
was only launched in NSW on 
the 19th August for a 7th Sept 
federal election. The Voluntary 
Euthanasia Party finished 18th 
out of the 44 parties that ran in 
NSW and if we just compare 
ourselves to the other new parties 
(those registered in 2013), we 
came 4th out of 15. In saying that, 
two of the parties ahead of us had 
a lot of money and publicity - The 
Palmer United Party and The 
Wikileaks Party - so we feel quite 
proud of our achievement.

In the ACT, where Dr Philip 
Nitschke was the lead candidate, 
the VEP received 3,963 primary 
votes or 1.61% of the votes, 
which is also an impressive result. 

Following our success in the 
federal election, we now plan to 
turn our attention to the NSW 
state election in March 2015. VEP 
(NSW) plan to stand candidates 
for the NSW Upper House. 
We have already formed a 
Voluntary Euthanasia Party 
NSW Foundation Executive 
Committee and have 
commenced the registration 
process.

Many of you will have received 
a letter from us asking if you 
would like to join the Voluntary 
Euthanasia Party (NSW). To apply 
for registration we need to have a 
minimum of 750 members on the 
electoral roll in NSW.
 
We are a single issue political 
party with the same goal as 
Dying with Dignity NSW. 

Continued from page 3.

At present we have 1,839 
financial members - 26% of 
these are Life Members. Six 
members have upgraded to 
Life Membership since the last 
newsletter. This gives a total of 28 
members upgrading during 2013.
 
By making a one-off payment of 
$500 you are showing a great 
commitment to our campaign and 
you can then relax and not worry 
about annual fees.

Life Membership also reduces 
DWDnsw’s administration costs.  
Since the last newsletter we have 
also had the following generous 
donations: - $1500 from a very kind 
Life Member living in Mount Druitt; 
$500 from Life Members in Umina, 
Pymble and Neutral Bay; $200 from 
Life Members in St Ives, Mosman, 
Palm Beach and Chatswood; 
$300 from an annual member from 
Mosman; $275 from Cabarita; $250 
from Scotland Island and $200 from  
North Turramurra, Wentworth Falls 
and Mona Vale. 

We have also had some generous 
donations from supporters:  
$1000 from Manilla (near Tamworth); 
$500 from Mosman; $250 from 
North Sydney; $200 from Mosman, 
St Leonards, Crows Nest and 
Forest Lodge. Whilst we are 
very pleased to receive these 
donations, we would be thrilled 
if supporters would join our 
organisation to be counted in 
statements of our membership. 

Barry Hill 
Treasurer DWDnsw

Ms Shayne Higson - VEP Senate 
Candidate and Ms Tracey 
Spicer - TV/radio journalist/
commentator and Ambassador 
of VEP and DWDnsw - at the 
VEP launch in NSW on 19/8/13
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The national VEP Party Policy 
is “ to support the provision 
of medical procedures for the 
painless, assisted death of 
patients of a terminal or incurable 
illness, who are enduring 
unbearable suffering and who 
have expressed a desire for the 
procedures, within appropriate 
legal safeguards. We believe that 
these patients deserve the right to 
make informed choices about the 
time and manner of their death 
through appropriate and humane 
medical assistance.”

Thank you to all the DWDnsw 
members who have responded 
to our call and have become VEP 
(NSW) members. 

Voluntary euthanasia (also known 
as voluntary assisted dying) has 
failed to be an election issue 
during past state elections. The 
major parties in Australia continue 
to ignore the wishes of the vast  
majority of Australians. However, 
we believe if enough of us raise 
our voices, tell our stories and 
show why this is important, we 
can change that in 2015. 

If we successfully register The 
VEP (NSW) by February 2014, 
we will then be able to contest 
the next state election. I hope 
to stand up and fight for our 
important cause as the primary 
candidate for VEP (NSW). I want 
to take action in honour of my 
mother, Jan Scott Ryer, who died 
at this time last year. My inability 
to stop her suffering in the last 
weeks of her life is a burden that I 
will carry for the rest of my life.

I look forward to working with my 
fellow committee members and 
other enthusiastic VEP members 
during 2014 and making the most 
of what will be a much longer 
campaign leading up to the 28th 
March 2015. 

Shayne Higson, 
Voluntary Euthanasia Party, 
NSW Senate Candidate 
www.VEP.org.au

DWDnsw and Exit
by Richard Mills, 
President, Dying with Dignity NSW 

There is sometimes confusion 
over the functions and 
relationship of DWDnsw and Exit 
International, led by Dr Philip 
Nitschke. Hopefully the following 
will clarify the distinction.  

DWDnsw’s goal is the passing 
of legislation that will permit 
people suffering from a terminal 
or incurable illness to be able to 
obtain medical help to end their 
lives.  Exit also supports this goal, 
but the main focus is on self-
deliverance (i.e. the provision of 
information on how to end one’s 
life).  While DWDnsw does not 
provide information on methods 
of self deliverance, we defend Dr 
Nitschke’s right to speak publicly 
about self-deliverance. 

Many of our members belong to 
both organisations.  

In the last issue of Exit’s 
newsletter, “eDeliverance”, I was 
very concerned to read some 
statements about DWDnsw which 
were not accurate.  I have written 
to Dr Nitschke, and asked him 
to publish my response in the 
next issue of eDeliverance. The 
following is the letter that I sent:

Dear Philip,

In the last issue of eDeliverance, 
it was claimed that there was 
some “resentment” in Dying with 
Dignity NSW because its’ “time 
and resources were appropriated 
by former Greens MP Cate 
Faehrmann in her efforts to have 
her Rights of the Terminally Ill Bill 
passed in the NSW Parliament.” 

I would like to correct any such 
misapprehension.

DWDnsw was very happy to 
work with Cate in pushing for 
law reform, just as we would with 
any other politician who devoted 
a lot of their time and energy to 
promote voluntary assisted dying.  

Like Exit, DWDnsw’s members 
span the political spectrum.  We 
are not “closely aligned” with any 
candidate or party, but focused on 
a single issue.

The last issue of eDeliverance 
also referred to a lack of support 
for the Voluntary Euthanasia 
Party from state-based dying with 
dignity organisations.  In fact, 
DWDnsw did support the VEP 
candidates in NSW with time and 
money.  We circulated information 
about VEP’s campaign to 
DWDnsw members, wrote letters 
in support, and paid for public 
relations help.  

DWDnsw consider that almost 
15,000 first preference votes for 
VEP in New South Wales was 
a remarkable achievement and 
a credit particularly to Shayne 
Higson, who worked tirelessly to 
raise awareness of the need for 
assisted dying law reform.

Best wishes
Richard Mills
President, Dying with Dignity NSW

There is one further matter that 
has caused confusion, which 
I would like to clarify. On 11 
September Dr Nitschke stated 
on Philip Adams’ Late Night 
Live program (ABC radio) that 
DWDnsw is suing him.  

This is not correct.  As I 
understand it, Dr Nitschke was 
referring to a letter sent to him 
last year by lawyers, purporting 
to be from YourLastRight (the 
national body of state/ territory 
DWD and Voluntary Euthanasia 
organisations).  That letter was 
not approved by the Board of 
YourLastRight and was sent 
against the wishes of a number 
of state organisations, including 
DWDnsw.  The current Chair of 
YourLastRight and I have told Dr 
Nitschke that the matter is closed.    

My hope and expectation is 
that all pro-assisted dying 
organisations in Australia can 
work together to achieve our 
common goals. 
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2013 Forum at 
Parliament House
The Forum held at the NSW 
Parliament House on November 
4th 2013 was titled “The Ethics of 
Voluntary Assisted Dying”.

Our parliamentary host was Alex 
Greenwich, Independent MP for 
Sydney.  DWDnsw President, 
Richard Mills, welcomed guests 
and introduced speakers.

An audience of 141 people (69% 
were members of DWDnsw) 
listened to six excellent speakers.

Gideon Cordover, DWDnsw 
Communications Co-Ordinator 
started by showing part of the 
conversation between Aina Ranke 
and Sarah Edelman the day 
before she tried to end her life.

Tracey Spicer, TV/radio journalist/
commentator, spoke next about 
her grief in not being able to 
ease her mother’s agony and 
distress, as she died from cancer. 
The palliative care provided was 
insufficient to ease her mother’s 
pain.

Rev Andrew Sempell, Rector 
of St James Anglican Church 
in Sydney, explained that there 
was no one Anglican view on the 
subject.  However, he concluded 
his talk by saying:  “We are right 
in seeking to relieve pain and 
suffering as a sign of God’s love 
in the world and because of our 
respect for the dignity of human 
life.  Therefore, euthanasia, as a 
limited and final part of the dying 
process, may be appropriate as 
a means to relieve suffering and 
provide respect for a person at 
the hour of their death. Would I 
want it for myself? I think so.”

Professor Malcolm Parker, Prof of 
Medical Ethics at the University of 
Queensland, asked the question, 
“Why do medical bodies like the 
AMA continue to resist adopting 
at least a neutral stance on 
euthanasia?”  In Parker’s view, 
this could be explained by the 
“hidden curriculum”; i.e. the 
unofficial but implicit messages 
provided to medical students and 
others by senior figures within 
health.  “The ‘hidden curriculum’ 
is well recognised as a persuasive 
force in the transmission of 
traditional values that resist 
challenges and motivate such 
descriptions of doctors as  
‘healers, not killers’.”

Coral Levett, President of the 
Australian Nursing and Midwifery 
Federation, explained that nurses 

are not adequately consulted in 
the lead up to legislative change. 
Their role is often unclear in, or 
absent from, the legislation itself.  
Ms Levett believes the various 
Australian nursing associations 
must play a more active role 
in the issue. Nurses need to 
“become more comfortable with 
politics” and engage more fully 
in the political process, if only 
because nurses are intimately 
involved in caring for patients at 
end of life. 

The final speaker, Neil James, 
Executive Director of the Plain 
English Foundation, spoke on 
the ethical use of language in 
relation to advocacy on a number 
of issues, including euthanasia. 
James’ view was that it is 
important to use non-emotive 
words when attempting to convey 
meaning.  He suggested using 
terms like “assisted dying” and 
“voluntary euthanasia” rather 
than such words as “dignity”, 
“compassion” and “choices”. 

The Video and 
transcripts of all the 
2013 Parliamentary 

forum speeches are 
on our DWDnsw 

website now. 

www.dwdnsw.org.au

QandA Panel at 2013 Parliamentary Forum - Prof Malcolm Parker, 
Coral Levett, Rev Andrew Sempell and Neil James (left to right)

Alex Greenwich MP opening our 
2 013 Parliamentary Forum

Tracey Spicer at our 2013 Forum
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Community Talks
Apart from our annual Forum at 
Parliament House, Dying with 
Dignity NSW has continued to 
build awareness of our campaign 
via talks to community groups. 

A significant portion (35-40%) of 
our current DWDnsw membership 
live in regional NSW and polling 
tells us that there is high support 
for voluntary assisted dying in 
country areas. Consequently, it 
is part of our strategic direction 
to get more activity happening in 
regional areas of NSW. 

The committee was keen to 
host an event in a regional area. 
DWDnsw partnered with the 
CPSA Dubbo Orana Branch to 
hold an information forum entitled 
“End of Life Choices” on the 
17th August in the Dubbo 
RSL. Richard Mills spoke about 
the various issues related to 
end of life and why the option of 
voluntary assisted dying is a basic 
human right. Gideon Cordover, 
shared his experience of caring 
for his father, who had Motor 
Neurone disease, and died at his 
own hand in 2009.

The forum was well attended and 
received quite a bit of local media 
coverage. This included the story 
of Dubbo resident, Ken Windsor, 
who spoke about the awful death 
of his father from prostate cancer. 
DWDnsw really appreciated 
the effort put in by our longest-
serving committee member, Dr 
Ian Macindoe, and local DWDnsw 
member and event co-ordinator, 
Mr Ken Windsor. We hope to hold 
forums in other NSW regional 
areas during 2014.

Recent Sydney DWDnsw talks to 
the community are listed below:

29 Aug: Harbourside North, 
Sydney U3A  meeting at 
Chatswood.  U3A Members 
responded enthusiastically to 
Richard Mills’ presentation and 
we gained some new members. 

4 Sept:  Richard Mills gave a 
presentation to the Brentwood 
Retirement Village, Kincumber.  
about The Rights of the Terminally 
Ill - the Australian Perspective.

23 Sept: Richard Mills spoke at 
the Leukaemia Foundation, 
Kogarah Support Group.  

8 Oct: Catholic Society of 
St Dominic & Macquarie 
University Atheist League 
Debate “Voluntary Euthanasia, 
should it be legal?”  Richard Mills 
debated Kevin Andrews, Federal 
Minister for Social Services. 
[Note: As a backbencher, Mr 
Andrews authored the Euthanasia 
Laws Bill 1996 to overrule 
Northern Territory legislation that 
legalised euthanasia (the Rights 
of the Terminally Ill Act 1995)].
There was no vote at the end, but 
later that day Mills and Andrews 
revisited the debate on ABC 
Radio’s PM program. 

14 Oct: The Bioethics and 
Medicine Society of UNSW 
Debate.  Gideon Cordover, 
DWDnsw Communications  
Co-ordinator, debated Dr John 
Obeid, Senior Staff Specialist in 
Geriatric Medicine and Stroke at 
Blacktown Hospital.  Forty people, 
mostly medical students, attended 
this friendly debate which centred 
on fears of forced participation 
by doctors if assisted dying 
were to be legalised. Gideon 
argued that the law needs to 
catch up with medical practice. 
While many doctors support 
the hastening of death with the 
intention of relieving symptoms 
[in specific circumstances], health 
professionals are currently at risk 
of prosecution for taking such 
action. 

21 Oct: A “Hot Topic Talk” at the 
UNSW Debating Society: “That 
Voluntary Euthanasia should 
be legalised in NSW”.  Gideon 
Cordover spoke to a group of 
UNSW students about the history 
of assisted dying legislation and 
attempted reform, both here and 
overseas. Discussion covered 
the differing legal models in the 
USA and Europe and the scope 
of some of the recently proposed 
laws in NSW and Tasmania. 

10 Nov: Sydney Rationalist 
Association, Annual Joseph 
McCabe Memorial Lecture.  
Dr Sarah Edelman gave a brief 
description of the situation in 
Australia and canvassed some 
of the reasons why our MPs 
have been historically unwilling 
to pass legislation that seeks 
to legalise assisted dying.  She 
urged participants to contact 
their MPs, write to newspapers, 
call talk back radio and maintain 
conversations about assisted 
dying with family and friends.  

11 Nov: Dr Sarah Edelman 
on Tony Delroy’s Nightlife 
ABC Radio, “The battle over 
euthanasia”.  Dr Sarah Edelman 
pointed out that despite many 
surveys confirming that the vast 
majority of the population support 
legislative change, MPs are not 
voting in a way that reflects the 
opinions of their constituents.  
Edelman also highlighted that 
consistent polling confirms that 
the vast majority of Christians 
support changes to the current 
law against assisted dying. 

Pease email  
dwd@dwdnsw.org.au or 
phone 9212 4782 if your 
club or social group would 
like to have a speaker 
OR if YOU would like to 
volunteer to help give 
DWDnsw presentations. 

As our speakers are busy 
volunteers, we ask that the 
audience for the talk is at 
least 30 people.  

Mr Ken Windsor of Dubbo.
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Central Coast Branch
The DWDnsw Central Coast 
branch has had a very busy 
year. We were especially 
productive with letter-writing and 
campaigning in support for The 
Rights of the Terminally Ill Bill.
 
At our September quarter 
meeting, Dr Romaine Rutnam 
(DWDnsw CC) and Dr Sian 
White, Manager Carers’ Support 
Unit, Central Coast Local Health 
District spoke about Advance 
Care Planning and showed 
a video of Professor Colleen 
Cartwright discussing legal 
instruments for establishing 
wishes at life’s end.  

At our December quarter meeting, 
our Coordinator, Pip Preston, 
provided a review of the year. 
This was followed by Gideon 
Cordover - back from a five month 
trip to North America - giving us 
a very interesting comparison 
between dying with dignity laws 
in America and Australia.  Gideon  
spoke about the recent death of 
Aina Ranke and how she would 
probably have been able to die 
peacefully with her friends around 
her if she had lived in Oregon, 
rather than NSW. We ended the 
meeting with festive treats. 

The 2014 branch meetings are 
planned for March 21, June 20, 
Sep 19 and Nov 28 – at 10am 
Meeting Room No. 3, The Hive, 
Erina Fair, opposite the Erina 
Library Desk. Everyone is most 
welcome to attend

Joy Shannon
Secretary 
CC Branch DWDnsw  

Other Australian 
States & Territories

South Australia
Various voluntary euthanasia bills 
have been debated in the South 
Australian Parliament every year 
since 1995.

The Hon Bob Such Ending Life 
with Dignity (no 2) Bill 2013 is 
currently under debate in the 
House of Assembly. 

     *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

Tasmania

Narrow loss indicates 
growing support.

A hard-fought bid to legalise 
voluntary euthanasia in Tasmania 
has been narrowly defeated. 

The joint private members bill, 
co-sponsored by Labor Premier 
Lara Giddings and Leader of 
the Greens, Nick McKim, would 
have legalised voluntary assisted 
dying for those with advanced 
incurable and irreversible medical 
conditions for which there are 
no effective treatment options or 
pain relief. Under the proposed 
model, those seeking an assisted 
death would have been required 
to make three requests to their 
doctor over a period of at least 
10 days, and be assessed by two 
medical professionals. 

The proposed legislation 
was voted down by just two 
votes, 13-11. Debate in the 
25-member House of Assembly 
had suggested a 12-12 result. 
However with Greens deputy 
speaker Tim Morris, being in the 
chair and unable to cast a vote, it 
failed by two votes. 

Although all politicians were 
granted a conscience vote, every 
Liberal MP and three Labor MPs 
voted against the bill. 

In a marathon debate of more 
than 10 hours over two days, 
the Lower House heard from the 
sons of two former Tasmanian 
politicians. The son of former 
Premier Jim Bacon, Scott Bacon, 
a Labor MP, supported the bill. 
Liberal opposition leader, Will 
Hodgman, the son of Fraser 
government Minister Michael 
Hodgman, who died after 
suffering emphysema earlier this 
year, voted against the Bill.

The introduction of the bill had 
followed extensive research of 
international models and broad 
consultation with the community, 
including the medical profession.
 
The Premier, Lara Giddings, 
expressed disappointment that 
the bill was not passed. She 
pointed to polling that showed 
that 80 per cent of Tasmanians 
from all political persuasions 
supported law reform around 
euthanasia.   “It is my view, and 
the view of many experts, that 
the legislation defeated today 
could have operated safely and 
effectively in Tasmania,” she said.  
Ms Giddings vowed to reintroduce 
the bill next year.

The President of Dying with 
Dignity Tasmania, Margaret 
Sing, said:  “So close and next 
time the result may be different!  
This legislation will not go away 
because the need will not go 
away and the support of the vast 
majority of the population will not 
go away”.  

Tasmanian Premier Lara Giddings

Gideon Cordover at our Forum at 
Parliament House in November.
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“Conscience” Votes 

A remarkable feature of the recent 
voting on the voluntary assisted 
dying Bills in NSW and Tasmania 
this year was that not a single 
Liberal or National Party MP 
voted in favour, despite the fact 
that in both cases there was a 
“conscience vote”.

What does this mean?

One dictionary definition is that 
a conscience vote is where 
Members of Parliament are not 
obliged to follow a party line, but 
vote according to their own moral, 
political, religious or social beliefs.  
The term “personal” or “free” vote 
is probably a better description.

Conscience votes are usually 
allowed on moral or social 
issues like voluntary euthanasia, 
abortion, same-sex marriage and 
capital punishment. Conscience 
votes are generally not allowed 
when a party has an established 
policy, or on economic issues.  

The traditional theory is that party 
policy and Cabinet decisions are 
made by fully informed MPs who 
weigh up who would benefit and 
who would be disadvantaged, and 
then vote for the general good or 
“national interest”.  For example, 
you might vote for increased 
taxes on the rich even if you 
personally were a millionaire.

You could be justified in 
thinking that any conscience 
vote should not be determined 
by the consciences of the 
individual MP, but by the 
consciences, beliefs and 
opinions of the electorate they 
are elected to represent.

If you assume that MPs are 
representative of the general 
public, then at least 70% of 
them should support a voluntary 
assisted dying bill.  Newspoll last 
year found that 82% of Liberal/
National Party voters supported 
law reform.  A DWDTasmania 
poll indicated that 74% of Liberal 
voters agreed there should be a 
change in the law.  

But it didn’t happen in NSW or 
Tasmania.  So there must be 
other influences on their decision.
Academic research has identified 
four main potential influences 
on an MP’s decision: party 
membership, gender, religious 
affiliation, and their constituents.  
An MP’s personal experiences 
and ideology are also important, 
but may not be decisive.

Party membership has been 
found to be the most important 
factor influencing conscience 
votes.  Even when freed from 
party discipline, MPs still 
generally vote with their party 
colleagues.  One reason is an 
unwillingness to be seen to 
oppose their parliamentary leader, 
especially if they have hopes of 
advancement.

Please ask your local MP 
whether they consider they 
should vote according to 
their own conscience (and 
if so, what is that and why) 
or whether they should vote 
according to the conscience of 
the electorate.  
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DWD ACT Inc.
Dying with Dignity ACT Inc. 
attained a milestone this year 
in finally getting a government 
entity, The ACT Human Rights 
Commission, to agree to look at 
a submission we made to them 
claiming that the sections in The 
Crimes Act relating to suicide 
are inconsistent with the ACT 
Human Rights Act. Although this 
agreement was qualified by a 
note about a need for funding 
before an analysis could be 
undertaken, this was a significant  
achievement for us.

This year we held two general 
meetings both of which were 
reasonably well attended. At our 
first meeting we had a group 
discussion after watching a Rural 
Health Education film about the 
management of the dying  
process by doctors. 

Our second meeting was a 
presentation on Advance Care 
Directives with the help of Joy 
Cocker, the coordinator of the 
Respecting Patient’s Choices 
Program. We used role playing 
to invite more participation and 
involvement from members. 

Mary Porter MLA (pictured 
above), who recently returned 
from a European study tour of 
the  regulation and administration 
of voluntary euthanasia in 
Switzerland, the Netherlands 
and Belgium, has shown 
interest in setting up community 
conversations with DWDACT in 
2014. 

Jeanne Arthur
President DWDACT

Christians Supporting 
Choice for Voluntary 
Euthanasia (Ch4VE)

Our chief activity recently has 
been to encourage members to 
write to South Australian members 
of parliament (MPs) in support of 
the Hon. Bob Such Ending Life 
with Dignity Bill (no 2) 2013.

People sometimes ask why I 
keep working on behalf of Ch4VE, 
for compassionate law reform. 
A recent letter for our member 
to South Australian politicians, 
certainly motivates me! I have 
reprinted it below in the hope that 
it also motivates you to be more 
active and outspoken to your local 
MP, as this issue will not go away.

Dear Sir/ Madam,

I’m writing to state my case for 
the legislation of choice for an 
assisted death. 

On Friday 1 November 2013 I 
buried my husband of 61 years. 

Early this year he was diagnosed 
with aggressive Lymphoma which 
was strangling his intestine. His 
final three days were spent in 
hospital and on the third night he 
lapsed into semiconsciousness. 
He had been having litres of 
fluid drained from his abdomen 
at intervals during the treatment 
process and in the early hours 
of the fourth day fluid in large 
quantities continued to rise 
into his throat. He gurgled and 
struggled dreadfully to get a 
breath. All the while he kept 
raising his hand to his head 
imploring someone to help him. 

This inhumane action continued 
without ceasing for seven hours!! 
Towards the end, one and a half 
litres of blood soaked fluid gushed 
out of his mouth before he took 
his final breath. Those hours will 
haunt me forever. 

Why should anyone die this way? 
Some years ago my husband 
had written in an Advanced Care 
Directive that it was his wish “to 
have some kind person euthanise 
him.”  How I wished we lived in a 
compassionate, loving society that 
approved an injection that would 
save him from this hideous state.  
When it’s your own family having 
to endure this cruel, inhumanity 
and it’s you sitting beside the bed 
waiting and wishing someone had 
bitten the bullet for change on this 
grievous, outmoded law of ours, 
you feel and know the need for 
urgent change. 

As a practising Christian couple, 
we viewed the present law as 
unGodly. We are God’s hands and 
feet - he has no other - and while 
we do nothing this horrendous 
practice will continue. Please, 
please be strong enough to give 
the Ending Life with Dignity (No2) 
Bill 2013 the thumbs up. The 
majority of Australians would 
be enormously relieved. South 
Australia would be applauded. 
 
RIP Keith. Died October 26 2013, 
aged 85 years
                                                                                                                                               
Sincerely,   Joan S 
Member of Christians Supporting 
Choice for Voluntary Euthanasia.

Membership of Ch4VE is FREE. 
All are welcome. To join us 
simply advise your name and 
address by email to 
iagree@christiansforve.org.au   
or write to Ian Wood 
Villa 1 / 4 Wills Place, 
Mittagong NSW 2575.

Mr Ian Wood
Co-founder Christians Supporting 
Choice for Voluntary Euthanasia.
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DWDNSW 
Strategic Review 
Against the backdrop of the defeat of 
voluntary assisted dying Bills in NSW 
and Tasmania, DWDnsw is reviewing its 
strategies and planning how to achieve its 
goals.  

In the last couple of years, DWDnsw has 
concentrated mostly on increasing public 
awareness, but the current committee 
thinks we should put more emphasis on 
understanding and influencing the political 
process. Other goals, like fundraising, are 
self-evident, but not so easy to achieve in 
practice.

The DWDnsw committee will be meeting 
to discuss questions like: 
* Do we need a new mission statement?  
* Should we use the word “terminal”, and 
if so, how should it be defined?  
* Should we aim to cover people with 
dementia and if so, how?  
* Should people with a degenerative 
disease be able to choose when they 
want to end their lives, not only when they 
are near death?  
* How can we increase public awareness 
of the need for voluntary assisted dying 
legislation?  
* Is it time well spent for us to organise 
more events, such as information 
sessions on advance care directives and/
or debates? 
* How can we improve our website and 
our fact sheets?  
* How can we utilise social media like 
Facebook and Twitter?  
* How can we encourage more media 
attention? 
* How can we achieve cross-party 
agreement on a Bill?  
* How can we influence Party leaders?
* How can we improve our relationship 
with professional and community groups 
and high profile individuals?
* How can we raise more money?

We aim to complete the strategic review 
process by February next year.  We would 
welcome members’ contributions, and 
especially any offers to help get particular 
things done. Please email your offers of 
help and suggestions to 
dwd@dwdnsw.org.au or contact the 
DWDnsw Committee via 02 9212 4782. 

International Developments 

Canada – Bill 52  Québec
On October 29, the Québec National Assembly adopted 
“in principle” Bill 52, which provides the legal framework by 
which a medical practitioner may help a patient, who meets 
criteria under the law, to end their life. The Bill had the 
support of all parties and was adopted by a vote of 84 to 26. 

In order to qualify under the new law, the patient must 
be at least 18 years of age and in an advanced state of 
irreversible decline due to an incurable illness, as well as in 
constant unrelievable physical or psychological pain. The 
treating medical practitioner must be satisfied that patient’s 
decision is informed and freely made, and approval must 
also be sought from a second doctor. 

Bill 52 also focuses on palliative care, and would require 
all hospitals to offer improved quality of care for terminally 
ill patients. More than $15 million was recently granted to 
hospitals to improve palliative care services.

The “in principle” approval of Bill 52 means that Québec 
is one step closer to legalising euthanasia. The Bill will 
now enter the “Committee Stage” where it will be studied 
clause by clause, before returning to the Québec National 
Assembly for the “report stage”, after which all members will 
cast their vote. 

Although the Bill has a good chance of being passed, 
it is expected to be challenged by the Canadian federal 
government, which has been under extensive pressure 
from religious groups to overturn the Bill on the grounds 
that it contravenes federal criminal law. The federal criminal 
code states “no person is entitled to consent to have death 
inflicted on him.” 

In response, Ms Véronique Hivon (pictured below), the 
Bill’s sponsor and Québec’s minister for Social Services, 
asserts that Québec has 
jurisdiction over euthanasia 
on the grounds that it is a 
medical act.  The proposed 
end-of-life treatment would 
be the last point in a 
continuum of health care, 
and as health falls under 
the jurisdiction of provincial 
governments, that would 
make it a provincial matter.

Ms. Hivon also said that Québec was considering giving 
an added legal protection to doctors by offering not to 
prosecute them, even if they are in breach of the federal 
law. This would be similar to Québec’s stand on abortion in 
the late 1970s. 
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The World Federation of 
Right to Die Societies
www.worldrtd.net

DWDNSW is a member of The 
World Federation of Right to 
Die Societies (WFRtDS) and we 
encourage you to sign up to their 
free monthly website update on 
their home page. Their website 
is a  source of global information 
about dying with dignity, with 
the latest news from member 
organisations from 26 countries 
across the globe. 

Dignitas - Switzerland
 
Physician-assisted suicide 
is legal in the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Luxembourg, 
Switzerland, and the US states 
of Washington, Montana, 
Oregon, and Vermont. All have 
their own criteria. 

Apart from Switzerland, the 
laws confine the procedure to 
residents only, and under strict 
conditions. Switzerland alone 
allows foreigners to come for 
assisted death, provided it is 
altruistic, not profit-making nor 
of evil intent. 

Only one Swiss organisation, 
Dignitas serves foreigners. 
Dignitas – To live with dignity 
- to die with dignity” was 
founded in 1998 near Zurich.

Dignitas Prerequisites:
In order to access the service of 
an assisted suicide, a person, 
whether resident of Switzerland 
or ‘abroad’, has to satisfy the 
following requirements:

• be a member of Dignitas, and
• be of sound judgement, and
• possess a minimum level of 
physical mobility (sufficient to 
self-administer the drug), and

• have a disease which will lead 
to death (terminal illness), 
and/or
• an unendurable incapacitating 
disability, 
and/or
• unbearable and uncontrollable 
pain.

Following is a story from a 
member about her journey to 
Dignitas with her friend John.

In April 2012 John was 
diagnosed with kidney failure, 
along with other medical 
conditions, which gave him an 
estimated life expectancy of 12 
to 18 months. I am not going 
to go into details regarding 
his health, because John was 
a fiercely independent and 
private person. This story is the 
path taken by John using the 
services of Dignitas. 

As a single divorced male with 
no immediate family, John did 
not want to take the path of 
dialysis, partly because this 
would impose on others to look 
after him when he wanted to 
remain independent.

The next eight months were 
spent wrapping up his various 
companies – getting his house 
in order. During this period he 
also attempted to purchase 
Nembutal, without success. 

By January 2013 his frustration 
at finding a way out that would 
not traumatise someone else 
(i.e. jumping off his seventh 
story balcony only to have some 
other person have to find and 
remove his body) was getting to 
him. He was in constant pain,
making simple mistakes, and by 
the time he was no longer able 
to drive he was at his wits end. 

In March 2013 he made the 
decision to go down the path of 
using the services of Dignitas.
Due to his level of pain and lack 
of concentration he asked me to 
act as a sort of ‘personal
assistant’ to help him achieve 
his end goal.

This was NOT an easy task. 
Although assisted suicide 
is legal in Switzerland, this 
does not mean that all Swiss 
nationals agree with this service 
and the staff at Dignitas have 
strict laws they have to abide 
by before their services can 
be utilised. I discovered that 
I needed to keep contacting 
them, as Dignitas did not initiate 
calls to me. 

If you are considering taking 
this route, expect the process 
to take a MINIMUM of three 
months. Dignitas actually 
commented that we were the 
fastest ever processed through 
their services.

There is a small mountain of 
paperwork, along with the fees 
involved, all of which can be
obtained from their website. 
However, we found that it was 
the little things that could trip 
you up, such as the requirement 
to have a birth certificate ‘issued 
in the last six months’. (This 
could be a problem for those 
not born in Australia, as you 
would need to determine how 
long it is going to take to get the 
certificate issued.)

The Dignitas clinic in Pfaeffikon 
near Zurich, Switzerland
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The videos and testimonials on 
the Dignitas website suggest 
that 80% of the members are 
happy to walk away once they 
have received the “Provisional 
Green Light” from Dignitas, 
as they know they have their 
way out when the time comes 
and it will be their choice. 
They all commented that they 
felt a sense of relief that they 
had been accepted. It was 
a Saturday morning in early 
May when I received the email 
from Dignitas giving John the 
Provisional Green Light. I called 
John straight away, and he 
responded that “it’s exactly how 
I feel - such a sense of peace 
knowing I have a way out”.

We now had another set of 
paperwork to complete. An 
appointment was made with an
independent doctor assigned 
by Dignitas and flights were 
booked on the basis of these 
appointment dates. It was 
another two weeks before we 
set off to Zurich via Singapore. 
John specifically did not want 
any tears or “babbling” as he 
called it. It was decided that the 
two of us would go overseas. 
We were on this journey 
together and I wanted to help 
him to the end.

For John’s first appointment, 
the doctor came to our hotel. 
For the second, we went to the 
Dignitas’ offices. This was a 
chance for us to meet with the 
staff that I had spent hours
on the phone with and to whom I 
had sent numerous emails. 

The “Provisional Green Light” 
means that Dignitas agrees 
with your medical prognosis. 
These last two face-to-face 
appointments are for the doctor 
to know in his own mind that the 
patient is of sound mind, is not 
being coerced by any outside 
influences, and this is truly the 
patient’s decision.

After the second appointment 
the satisfied doctor writes the 
prescription and gives it to the 
Dignitas staff to fill. The next 
day we attended Dignitas’s 
convenient and discreet facility 
which is in an industrial area 
outside of Zurich. Two staff are 
on duty for each patient. Again, 
more paperwork and checking 
that there was nothing of any 
value on his person.

The video by Terry Pratchett 
“Choosing to Die” (on the 
DWDnsw and Dignitas website) 
is spot on. What it fails to 
show is just how peaceful the 
passing can be. John took the 
medication without hesitation 
- which I knew he would. We 
talked for a few minutes about a 
happy memory he shared then 
he simply fell asleep complete 
with a slight snore. The staff 
said it would take anywhere 
from fifteen minutes to two hours 
for the medication to work. 

Two hours later, he was still 
gently snoring, so it was decided 

to move him from a sitting 
position to lying down. It was 
about another hour before we 
noticed he had simply stopped 
breathing. I cannot express 
enough just how peaceful it was. 
He was asleep and then he was 
gone - just the way he wanted 
with dignity and on his own 
terms.

The staff then contacted the 
relevant authorities and took 
over from that point. I did not
have to deal with any formalities.
Approximately three weeks later 
his ashes arrived in Australia 
by mail along with several 
copies of his International Death 
Certificate – which did not state 
cause of death. 

There have been no 
repercussions for me, as the 
person acting as the main 
contact and travel companion, 
or my family from any quarter. 

Scene showing Peter Smedley and 
his wife  from Terry Pratchett’s 
documentary “Choosing To Die”

R.I.P. John 
John, it has been an honour 
and a privilege to have been 
your friend for the past 26 
years. The last year has 
been something we all have 
to prepare for..... but the last 
six months we have travelled 
a path together that I never 
knew existed, or dreamed I 
would travel down. I held your 
hand today as you died in this 
foreign land, and told you it 
was OK to go, just relax and 
go to sleep. You knew I would 
have the strength within me 
to take you where you wanted 
to be. You are finally out of 
pain and died peacefully with 
the dignity that you always 
wanted.

Thank you for being part of 
our lives. 
B.

22 May 2013, Zurich
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nEW OR RENEWING Membership Form
Dying with Dignity NSW

PO BOX 25 BROADWAY   NSW   2007
Email: dwd@dwdnsw.org.au    Web: www.dwdnsw.org.au

Ph: 02 9212 4782 Fax: 02 9211 1498

Dr/ Prof/ Mr/ Ms/ Mrs/ Miss/ Other _______

SURNAME:GIVEN NAMES:

DATE OF BIRTH:

ADDRESS:

POST CODE:

EMAIL ADDRESS (please print):

Are you happy to receive your newsletter via email only?    YES  /  NO    (please circle)

MOBILE:PHONE:

OCCUPATION/ EXPERIENCE:

I would like to purchase the following membership (please tick whichever is appropriate):

 Individual Lifetime Membership (no future renewals required)$500

 Individual  Annual Membership $50

 Couple Annual Membership $90

 Individual  Centrelink Pensioner                     
Annual Membership $25

 Couple Centrelink Pensioner                     
Annual Membership $45

The Total Amount I would 
like to pay today is 

$ ______________

____ I may be interested in including 
DWDnsw in my Will or Trust. Please contact 
me to discuss this further (please tick).

I would like to pay an extra $10 to 
receive a new set of DWDnsw Advance 
Care Directive and Appointment of 
Enduring Guardianship forms. (NB: New 
members receive these forms automatically 
without the additional payment)

I would like to make an additional 
donation of  $_____________  

In  ad dit i on

 

   I enclose a Cheque or Money Order   
  (payable to DWDnsw) 

            OR  
    I will deposit directly into the DWDnsw 
Westpac Bank A/c  BSB # 032-249 Acc # 160-719   
 

                OR  
    Charge my Mastercard or Visa Card:

Cardholder Name:___________________________ 

Total payment $ ____________ 

Card Number:     /_ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ /       

Expiry date: _ _ / _ _     CVV _ _ _    (last 3 digits on 
  back of credit card - required by bank)       

Signature: _________________________

NAME OF SPOUSE IF YOU WANT A COUPLE MEMBERSHIP:

New Member Renewing MemberOR (please tick one )

All annual memberships need to be renewed on 1st January each year.
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the timing. She chose not to 
involve them on the day because 
of the risk that they could be 
charged with assisting her. (It 
is not illegal for people to be 
present at the time of a suicide, 
but it is illegal to assist). 

Nevertheless, Aina had talked 
openly about her intention to 
end her life.  During a recent 
stay at Maitland Hospital, her 
frank disclosure prompted a full 
assessment by the psychiatric 
team. The resulting report 
confirmed that Aina was not 
suffering from depression or 
any other mental illness, but 
was realistically appraising her 
circumstances. 

Aina described having led a rich 
and interesting life. Originally 
a high school teacher, she 
subsequently worked as an 
accountant in the Tax Office, 
and later set up a financial 
management system for the 
Aboriginal Health Service in Coffs 
Harbour. She was passionate 
about Landcare and had stood as 
a candidate for the Greens in two 
Federal elections and one State 
election. 

She had always been an active 
and independent person, and 
losing control over every aspect 
of her life would be unbearable.
 
It was impossible not to feel 
moved talking to this feisty, 
intelligent woman, who was 
planning to be dead by this time 
tomorrow. Yet, so close to the 
end of her life, Aina seemed 
remarkably sanguine and calm. 
In Aina’s mind, dying was not the 
problem. It was the prospect of 
having to live on in her current 
circumstances that worried her 
most. That she had a way out 
gave her a sense of control, 
and stemmed her feelings of 
hopelessness. 

When I contacted Aina’s friend 
on the following day, I learned 
that Aina had taken Nembutal 
(the drug of choice for self-
delivery), but had allowed too 
little time for it to do its work. 
When her carer arrived early, 
Aina was unconscious, but 
still alive, and the ambulance 
managed to resuscitate her. 

She ended up at the Mater 
Hospital, on life support. In spite 
of extensive documentation 
expressing her wishes to the 
contrary, treatment was going to 
proceed, subject to viability of 
life. This news prompted a visit 
by Gideon and myself to see 
Aina at the Mater Hospital.

(continued overleaf)Aina Ranke - Greens Candidate 
Mid-North Coast local election

“HOO-ROO”Aina
by Dr Sarah Edelman

DWDNSW Vice President 

Aina Ranke contacted the office 
of Dying with Dignity NSW on 16 
Sept. She described living with 
a progressive neuromuscular 
disease that was making her life 
unbearable, and told us that she 
was planning to end her life very 
soon. She asked for our help to 
tell her story.

 Two days later my colleague, 
Gideon Cordover, and I visited 
Aina in her home in the Northern 
Rivers region of NSW. Gideon 
videoed the conversation. Aina 
presented as an intelligent, 
articulate and rational person, 
and in spite of difficulty with 
speech, she was able to 
communicate well. 

She described the daily distress 
of living with constant pain and 
disability. Aina had lost the 
ability to perform all but the most 
menial aspects of self care, and 
was struggling to walk, talk, use 
the computer, brush her teeth 
or prepare food. Even the short 
walk to the fridge or bathroom 
had become extremely difficult. 

Aina had chosen this particular 
time because she was still able 
to control the manner of her 
death, but soon this would no 
longer be possible. Aina had 
friends who supported her and 
knew of her intentions, but not 
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The staff were courteous, but insisted that 
maintaining life support was necessary, in spite 
of Aina’s clearly expressed wishes. We had some 
disagreement about the status of an Advanced 
Care Directive, which according to the physician 
in charge, was not legally binding, and honouring 
it was at the discretion of the hospital. (This would 
certainly be news to many people!).    
 
Thankfully, the next day Aina’s scans revealed no 
brain function, and life support was finally turned 
off. A lot of people breathed a sigh of relief when 
Aina was allowed to die, including no doubt, the 
staff at the Mater Hospital who knew her wishes, 
but felt obliged to keep her alive. If not for Aina’s 
brain damage she would have been forced to 
live on, against her wishes, with progressive 
degeneration and pain, and without further means 
to end her life. How absolutely disastrous that 
would have been for her. 

I wonder if there is really anyone out there who 
believes that it was appropriate to put Aina on life 
support, with the intention of keeping her alive, 
against her clearly stated wishes? Does anyone 
really believe that we should compel individuals 
who are suffering from awful degenerative 
illnesses to stay alive against their will? As a 
society, are we happy to accept laws that make 
criminals of those who try to access drugs that 
will enable them to die peacefully at a time of 
their choosing, and that would convict their 
friends or loved ones if they tried to assist? 

Aina asked us to tell her story because she 
wanted people to understand what it was like to 
be in her situation. She was a strong supporter of 
legalising voluntary assisted dying, and despaired 
when earlier this year the NSW Parliament 
voted down Cate Faehrmann’s bill that sought to 
change the law. 

She hoped that telling her story would give 
people an opportunity to “walk a mile in my 
shoes” and that this would encourage them to 
support the cause, and persuade politicians to 
rethink their opposition. 

Every time our state parliaments vote down 
bills that seek to legalise assisted dying, they 
impact on people like Aina, who are suffering 
pain and distress, with no hope of recovery. 
Surely it is now time for our MPs to put aside 
political alliances, religious beliefs and partisan 
considerations, and take a moral stand on this 
issue? It is up to all of us to keep reminding 
them that our current laws are inhumane and 
undemocratic, and do not reflect the values of 
most Australians. When suffering is intolerable 
and unrelievable, a peaceful death at the time of 
one’s choosing should be a basic human right. 

Aina left behind a note that read : “I have taken 
my own life because I have always been an 
independent person and in control of my life  ...  
I wanted control over my end of life decision,  
the same as I had control over the decisions I 
made during my adult life.  Aina Matilda Ranke 
September 2013   
HOO-ROO.”

The video interview of Ms Aina Ranke  
 is on the DWD NSW website at  
 www.dwdnsw.org.au.

The Late Aina Ranke (26.05.56 to 24.09.13) 
pictured above 18th Sept 2013


